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This checklist is provided as a guide for information that is required on plot plans. Departmental Staff may require additional information to complete plan 

review. Refer to the Arkansas Fire Prevention Code, Volume III, and other applicable codes for specific requirements. Staff shall not draw or create plot 

plans.  

Residential Building Plot Plan Requirements 

1. General Requirement Items:
1. Provide Benton County Assessor parcel number, Benton County 911 Admin Assigned Address, property

owner information, zoning classification, and total acreage.

2. Provide title block showing project name, firm or individual preparing drawing, date, lot/block, and
subdivision.

3. Show north arrow, scale, and complete legend. (Scale must be 1:20 or 1:30)

4. Show and label the boundary for the property.

5. Show and label all required setbacks per Zoning Code and per Subdivision Plat.

6. Show and label all easements of record.

7. Show the dimensions of the building in relation to all property boundaries.

8. Show the proposed placement of the structure(s), any attachments (garages, carports, outbuildings, decks,
porches, steps, eaves.), and any existing structures to scale. Eaves shall be depicted with a dotted line.

9. Show the proposed location, width, length, and material of the driveway and its connection to the street
surface to scale.

10. Show the edge of street and centerline of any adjacent right-of-way to scale.

11. If within 25’ of an existing driveway, Label the centerline of the driveway, and dimension to the nearest
driveway centerline. Show the edge and centerline for driveways on adjacent parcels.

12. Show the location of proposed driveway culverts and any existing culverts.

13. If within a floodplain, show 100 year floodplain and/or floodway and base flood elevations. Reference the
FEMA FIRM panel number and effective date.

14. Provide the proposed finished floor elevation of all structures.

2. Utility Requirement Items:
1. Show all known on-site and immediate off-site utility locations (including power lines).

2. Show the location of the water meter, proposed service routing, and approval from the Bella Vista Village
POA Water Department.

3. If a sewer lot, show the location of the sewer connection, proposed service routing, and approval from
Village Waste Water.

4. If a septic lot, show the location of the entire septic system and approval from the Arkansas Department of
Health.

3. Survey Requirement Items:
1. Provide stamp and contact information for the licensed surveyor preparing the survey.

2. Show property corner monuments and whether they are found or set.

3. Provide a permanent, well-defined benchmark defined within an accuracy of 1/100th of a foot.

4. Show existing grades as follow with dashed line contours:

 One-foot contour interval for ground slope between level and ten (10) percent.

 Two-foot contour interval for ground slope above ten (10) percent.

5. Indicate spot elevations at grade breaks along existing road centerlines; gutter lines and top of curbs or edge
of pavement; and ditch inverts and culverts.

4. Grading Requirement Items:
1. Show proposed grades with solid line contours (if altering the natural grade with cut or fill). Contour

intervals shall be a maximum of two feet.

2. Show any proposed cuts or fills including their heights and slopes. (10’ cut max and 33% fill slope max)
(PLEASE NOTE: If adding fill on the downhill side, an AR licensed engineer must provide the grading plan)

3. Any additional information as required by staff such as fill material, compaction, soil type (unified soil
classification), and designation of grade (0-10%,10-15%,15-20%, 20% and greater).

4. Show or label the proposed driveway grade (12% max).

5. Show the area to be disturbed and preserved (undisturbed).
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